
 

267-218-0725 
2017 Pool Openings 

 

The cold weather, in southeastern Pa, has proven to bring costly repairs for many pools that have not been 

professionally winterized.  Even with proper winterization, extreme weather has been known to cause 
structural as well as mechanical damage.  Here is our list of pool opening services, so you can choose an 

opening that fits your specific needs and avoid over paying other companies.  Estimates are always FREE.  

Open your swimming pool this season with confidence! 
 

Complete opening  
Complete openings include: The removal of winter cover and pump (excessive amounts of 

water or debris on top of the cover will result in an additional fee), The assembly of filter 

and other standard pool equipment,  Removing all winterizing plugs, Testing of the pool 

heater (if applies), Vacuuming (25 minutes), brushing, and skimming entire pool, Testing the 

water chemistry and applying necessary chemicals (Chemical prices vary). 

 In-ground   starting at... $299.95 - $324.95 w/ spa 

 Above ground   starting at... $249.95 
 

Partial opening    
Partial openings include:  The assembly of the filter and other standard pool equipment, 

Removing all winterizing plugs, Testing the pool heater (if applies), Vacuuming (25 minutes), 

brushing, and skimming entire pool, Testing water chemistry and applying necessary 

chemicals (Chemical prices vary).  *Customer will be responsible for the removal and 
storage of their winter cover prior to our arrival for the scheduled opening* 
 In-ground   starting at... $239.95 - $259.95 w/ spa 

 Above ground   starting at... $219.95 
 

Weekly service   starting at… $65.00 

Weekly services include: Overall filter system and equipment inspection, Vacuuming, 

brushing, and skimming, Testing water chemistry and applying necessary chemicals (Chemical 

prices vary), Backwashing filter when necessary, Emptying all pump and skimmer baskets. 
 

Service call      $90.00 
 

*Most residential pools fit "starting at" price* 

*Prices may vary due to pool size and/or specific needs* 

*Refer any new customer to schedule their complete 2017 opening with Pool Monster and receive 
25% off your opening* 


